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I saw Heritage Hunt's Little Theater's Twelve Angry Men by Reginald Rose on the evening before the 
election and was astonished by its relevance and meaning for us today, nearly fifty years after it was written. 
Outstanding producer and director Mary Jane Brickach, fourteen talented actors and a production staff 
working as cooperatively as the jury, convinced us all that, if only we could sit down together in one room and 
discuss our passionate differences, the world would be a better place. 

It already is thanks to the gift these devoted citizens gave to our community. 
The perspective may have changed election results, but each audience received a performance that 

had to make us think about our own biases and passions. Whether we identified with the vibrant formality of 
the voiceover of Murray Schooner's judge, the uniformed order of Ed Baier's courthouse guard or the peace-
keeping patience of the jury's foreman Roger Del Rosario, we knew we were in the fair hands of law and order. 
So when tempers flared among jurors of disparate backgrounds and life experiences, we had confidence they 
could be worked through. That left us free to contemplate the wonderfully nuanced performances of Jack 
Merelman, Sil Zinicola, Don Freedman, Paul Young, Don Jewell, Gene Schmiel, Rick Sullivan, Mel Ross, Chuck 
Breeder, Gene Brickach and Ed Prendergast. 

So whether we found ourselves identifying with or responding to a red necktied advertising executive, 
a blue collared gas station owner, an elegantly accented immigrant or wounded father, there was a place for 
us all. As well there should be in any wonderfully diverse society. For we could feel the empathy and 
understanding in the room as people carefully considered each other's opinions and points of view, 
reconsidered, and grew. We saw an old man confess his vulnerability, a dissenter stand up for his convictions, 
an indecisive pleaser grow more confident. We witnessed skilled actors and our spectator selves contemplate, 
with measured respect amid conflicting emotions, the life or death of one man. And, therefore, the moral 
conscience of us all. 

Thank you to those who made this so real with your acting, and to those behind the scene who made 
this empathetic and powerful experience possible. Without the always-perfect costumes of Pat Dews and 
amazingly type-cast make up by Sandy Iasiello, Claudia Dugan, Jean Herr, Margaret Gorzka and Treva Whyte, 
we wouldn't have seen the characterization as vividly. Without the expert producing and directing of Mary 
Jane Brickach, the practical stage managing of Denny Cumber, the set design and construction of Ted Day and 
Gene Brickach, the set design and decoration of Joey Wagner, Goldie Grandy, Faye Green and Janice Zinicola, 
and the evermore hi-tech sound and lighting of Dave Milbradt, Obie Dugan and the HH LSTV crew, it all would 
have literally fallen apart. Without the publicity and photography of Bets and Ed Knepley, the ticket sales of 
Elena Portoles and Sue Jewell, and the hospitality of Pat Boggs we wouldn't have been there. 

But we were there—on five evenings and one afternoon. And, as always the energetic and innovative 
HHLT pushed out the boundaries of this contemporary community with national and worldly timeliness. Thank 
you for that timeless gift. 
 


